The following questions were asked during the CPC Welcome Webinar on 12/19/19. Future updates may result in changes to the below responses.

1. **Q:** How do we determine which specialists are high quality, low cost? Do you send a list?
   
   **A:** The referral reports will provide each CPC practice with that information.

2. **Q:** Who can complete a CPC care plan with a patient (does it have to be a RN or can it be a LISW)?
   
   **A:** ODM does not dictate who may complete it, just that there must be one.

3. **Q:** When will 2020 thresholds come out?
   
   **A:** We anticipate all 2020 thresholds to be posted by the end of December 2019.

4. **Q:** Are the bonus requirements for Ohio CPC for Kids voluntary or do you need to earn at least 1 point on each of those metrics to be compliant with the program?
   
   **A:** The bonus pool for Ohio CPC for Kids program is voluntary.

5. **Q:** When will the 2018 yearly performance report be released?
   
   **A:** The 2018 Annual reports will be posted by the end of this year or early January 2020.

6. **Q:** Are kids CPC and regular CPC going to be on the same attribution list? Will the PMPM payments be combined or will be both be separate from each other?
   
   **A:** Yes, there will be one attribution report each quarter showing all attributed members. Yes, the PMPM will show combined. There PMPM payment shown will be the tiered rate plus the additional $1.00, if applicable.

7. **Q:** We are part of a practice partnership, will only the convener receive the reports and payments?
   
   **A:** Every practice in the partnership will receive their own attribution reports and PMPM payments. Each practice, including the convener, will receive the same quarterly practice partnership reports. That report will include information for the partnership as a whole and information specific to how each individual practice is performing.